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We take up efforts to keep the colour as accurate as
possible in our photos, but please note that the colours may be slightly different in reality.
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We have the pleasure to present you this catalogue to that provides wide information on
4Globe offer & products. Many years of experience, passion and care for even the smallest details during the production process contributed to our line of products that combine
supreme quality and aesthetic values with wide range of possible applications. Here, at
4Globe, high quality, commitment and professionalism are our standards, and the customers’ satisfaction is our priority.
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Company
BDO - Concrete Wood. We are the Polish market leaders in production of wood-like, stamped
elements of concrete. Each of our elements is produced with the state-of-the-art technology. Thanks
to great attention paid to as many details as possible, our products perfectly resemble the structure of
wood. The Concrete Wood has been created in respond to the needs that arose while managing the
holiday resort called “Pod Grzybkiem” in Zawady. Systematically, every few years, we were forced to
replace all the wooden surfaces: paths, stairs, driveways, terraces etc. Then we have decided it was
time to create products tailored to our expectations. The Concrete Wood has become a remedy to all
our problems. Currently all the wooden surfaces have been replaced with Concrete Wood. Each of
our products is very resistant to frost as well as wearing off. Such features are definitely missing in case
of natural wood.

Inspirations
Especially to meet your expectations
we have hired best casting specialists
to create a perfect cast of planks and
trunks and execute them in concrete.
We use only state-of-the-art technologies. Each element we have produced perfectly reflects the structure of
wood. The natural wood with time will
lose its properties and its charm and
the colour and shape may vary
greatly from the original appearance.
And now imagine a product that
resembles wood in almost 100%,
however completely deprived of its
disadvantages. It is the Concrete
Wood. Here time is on our side!

Make your garden the
place of your dreams !
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no impregnation needed
100 % coloured mass
anti-slippery structure
resistant to frost
will last for generations
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Planks, Small Planks and Squares
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Plank "BDO"
Plank "BDO" constitutes an element of street furniture, used as the surface of squares, green squares, pavements
or bicycle routes. This product is perfect for landscaping of green areas, gardens or even terraces. The Plank
“BDO” imitates real wood very closely and ranks as top quality material due to high quality maintained during
production.

Product characteristic features

Layout patterns - examples

100% coloured mass
resistance to frost
low absorbability
high resistance to damage
wide selection of colours
anti-slippery structure

Fields of application
pavements
paths and driveways
garden paths
squares and green squares

pattern 1

pattern 2

pattern 3

pattern 4

Technical data
dimensions - 98x26x5,5 cm
(length, width, thickness)
dimensions tolerance ÷ 3mm
material - coloured concrete
weight of one piece - app. 27 kg
(depending on the pattern)
one piece surface - 0,254 m2
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Colour range
DARK COLOUR

BRIGHT COLOUR

GREY COLOUR

ANTHRACITE COLOUR

Attention! The production cycle of the Concrete Wood assumes using many moulds for one element. Such an
operation gives us many casts of the same products of identical dimensions, however each cast is different, just
as the natural wood, due to growth rings and knags characteristic to natural wood, etc.
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1/2 Plank "BDO"
1/2 Plank "BDO", as the name indicates, is a standard Plank cut in half. The thickness and width remain unchanged, 55mm and 260 mm respectively. The combination of two lengths of the same pattern enables creating new
patterns and modules without unnecessary cutting of the material. Due to its relatively small dimensions the ½
Plank may be used whenever the standard Plank seems to be too long. The ½ Plank may be successfully used to
lay pavements, paths or terraces.

Product characteristic features

Layout patterns - examples

100% coloured mass
resistance to frost
low absorbability
high resistance to damage
wide selection of colours
anti-slippery structure

Fields of application
pavements
paths and driveways
garden paths
squares and green squares

pattern 1

pattern 2

pattern 3

pattern 4

Technical data
dimensions - 49x26x5,5 cm
(length, width, thickness)
dimensions tolerance ÷ 3mm
material - coloured concrete
weight of one piece - app. 13,5 kg
(depending on the pattern)
one piece surface - 0,127 m2
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Colour range
DARK COLOUR

BRIGHT COLOUR

GREY COLOUR

ANTHRACITE COLOUR

Attention! The production cycle of the Concrete Wood assumes using many moulds for one element. Such an
operation gives us many casts of the same products of identical dimensions, however each cast is different, just
as the natural wood, due to growth rings and knags characteristic to natural wood, etc.
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Small Plank "BDO"
Small Plank "BDO" is suitable for finishing wooden gazebos or stylish terraces thanks to accurate imitation of wood
colour and structure. Many available shapes and rich textures of the material distinguishes the individual
elements from one another and that significantly increases visual attractiveness of a project. Its optimized dimensions and technical properties are a great solution in pedestrian paths/pavements.

Product characteristic features

Layout patterns - examples

100% coloured mass
resistance to frost
low absorbability
high resistance to damage
wide selection of colours
anti-slippery structure

Fields of application
pavements
paths and driveways
garden paths
squares and green squares

pattern 1

pattern 2

pattern 3

pattern 4

Technical data
imensions - 67x22x5,5 cm
(length, width, thickness)
dimensions tolerance ÷ 3mm
material - coloured concrete
weight of one piece - app. 17 kg
(depending on the pattern)
one piece surface - 0,147 m2
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Colour range
DARK COLOUR

BRIGHT COLOUR

GREY COLOUR

ANTHRACITE COLOUR

Attention! The production cycle of the Concrete Wood assumes using many moulds for one element. Such an
operation gives us many casts of the same products of identical dimensions, however each cast is different, just
as the natural wood, due to growth rings and knags characteristic to natural wood, etc.
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1/2 Small Plank "BDO"
Plank "BDO" constitutes an element of street furniture, used as the surface of squares, green squares, pavements
or bicycle routes. This product is perfect for landscaping of green areas, gardens or even terraces. The Plank
“BDO” imitates real wood very closely and ranks as top quality material due to high quality maintained during
production.

Product characteristic features

Layout patterns - examples

100% coloured mass
resistance to frost
low absorbability
high resistance to damage
wide selection of colours
anti-slippery structure

Fields of application
pavements
paths and driveways
garden paths
squares and green squares

pattern 1

pattern 2

pattern 3

pattern 4

Technical data
dimensions - 33,5x22x5,5 cm
(length, width, thickness)
dimensions tolerance ÷ 3mm
material - coloured concrete
weight of one piece - app. 8 kg
(depending on the pattern)
one piece surface - 0,072 m2
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Colour range
DARK COLOUR

BRIGHT COLOUR

GREY COLOUR

ANTHRACITE COLOUR

Attention! The production cycle of the Concrete Wood assumes using many moulds for one element. Such an
operation gives us many casts of the same products of identical dimensions, however each cast is different, just
as the natural wood, due to growth rings and knags characteristic to natural wood, etc.
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SMALL SQUARE „BDO”
Small Square BDO can be successfully used as an individual element, however its dimensions were selected to
match other products available in BDO offer. The external dimensions are 22 x 22 x 5,5 cm. It is available in two
colours - yellow and brown.

Product characteristic features

Layout patterns - examples

100% coloured mass
resistance to frost
low absorbability
high resistance to damage
wide selection of colours
anti-slippery structure

Fields of application
pavements
paths and driveways
garden paths
squares and green squares

pattern 1

pattern 2

dimensions tolerance ÷ 3mm

pattern 3

pattern 4

material - coloured concrete

Colour range

Technical data
dimensions - 22x22x5,5 cm

weight of one piece - app. 5,5 kg
one piece surface - 0,048 m2
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DARK COLOUR

BRIGHT COLOUR

GREY COLOUR

ANTHRACITE COLOUR

Attention! The production cycle of the Concrete Wood assumes using many moulds for one element. Such an
operation gives us many casts of the same products of identical dimensions, however each cast is different, just
as the natural wood, due to growth rings and knags characteristic to natural wood, etc.
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Big Square "BDO"
Big Square is a new product in BDO offer. The regular shape of square, with dimensions 44x44 cm makes the
product very versatile. It is perfect for garden paths and places purposed for gazebos, summerhouses etc. The
additional advantage of the product is the possibility to combine it with other elements of concrete wood available in BDO.

Product characteristic features

Layout patterns - examples

100% coloured mass
resistance to frost
low absorbability
high resistance to damage
wide selection of colours
anti-slippery structure

Fields of application
pavements
paths and driveways
garden paths
squares and green squares

pattern 1

pattern 2

pattern 3

pattern 4

Technical data
dimensions - 44x44x5,5 cm
dimensions tolerance ÷ 3mm
material - coloured concrete
weight of one piece - app. 21 kg
(depending on the pattern)
one piece surface - 0,193 m2
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Colour range
DARK COLOUR

BRIGHT COLOUR

GREY COLOUR

ANTHRACITE COLOUR

Attention! The production cycle of the Concrete Wood assumes using many moulds for one element. Such an
operation gives us many casts of the same products of identical dimensions, however each cast is different, just
as the natural wood, due to growth rings and knags characteristic to natural wood, etc.
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no impregnation needed
100% coloured mass
anti-slippery structure
products resistant to frost
will last for generations

www.4globe.pl

Trunks
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Trunk 50 „BDO"
Trunk „BDO" 50 constitutes an element of street furniture purposed for gardens, parks and green areas. This
product is perfect for arranging the footways in places, where the standard paving stone cannot be used. The
product Trunk 50 of BDO imitates real wood very closely The installation does not require any foundation. The
trunks can be arranged loosely directly on the grass.

Product characteristic features
100% coloured mass
resistance to frost
low absorbability
high resistance to damage
wide selection of colours
anti-slippery structure

Fields of application
pavements
paths and driveways
garden paths
squares and green squares
Technical data
dimensions – diameter app. 50 cm,
thickness 5cm
dimensions tolerance ÷ 3mm
material - coloured concrete
weight of one piece - app. 27 kg
(depending on the pattern)
one piece surface - 0,196 m2
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Attention! The production cycle of the Concrete Wood assumes using many moulds for one element. Such an
operation gives us many casts of the same products of identical dimensions, however each cast is different, just
as the natural wood, due to growth rings and knags characteristic to natural wood, etc.
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Trunk 20 „BDO"
Trunk „BDO" 20 is a smaller form of trunk 50. It is purposed for arranging fancy garden paths. In addition, it can be
used as perfect stand for plant pots. The production method and the quality make it difficult to distinguish the
BDO product from a piece of natural wood.

Product characteristic features
100% coloured mass
resistance to frost
low absorbability
high resistance to damage
wide selection of colours
anti-slippery structure

Fields of application
pavements
paths and driveways
garden paths
squares and green squares
Technical data
dimensions – diameter app. 20 cm,
thickness 5 cm
dimensions tolerance ÷ 3mm
material - coloured concrete
weight of one piece - app. 5 kg
(depending on the pattern)
one piece surface - 0,031 m2
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Attention! The production cycle of the Concrete Wood assumes using many moulds for one element. Such an
operation gives us many casts of the same products of identical dimensions, however each cast is different, just
as the natural wood, due to growth rings and knags characteristic to natural wood, etc.
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Hollow Trunk „BDO"
Hollow Trunk „BDO" can serve as embellishment of the green areas by creating attractive plant pots and borders
bushes and flowerbeds. Hollow Trunk "BDO" provides a very smart finishing not only for flowerbeds, it may also be
used to decorate lamps and lanterns.

Product characteristic features
100% coloured mass
resistance to frost
low absorbability
high resistance to damage
wide selection of colours
anti-slippery structure

Fields of application
pavements
paths and driveways
garden paths
squares and green squares
Technical data
dimensions – diameter app. 50 cm,
thickness 5 cm
dimensions tolerance ÷ 3mm
material - coloured concrete
weight of one piece - app. 13 kg
(depending on the pattern)
one piece surface - 0,196 m2
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Attention! The production cycle of the Concrete Wood assumes using many moulds for one element. Such an
operation gives us many casts of the same products of identical dimensions, however each cast is different, just
as the natural wood, due to growth rings and knags characteristic to natural wood, etc.
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no impregnation needed
100% coloured mass
anti-slippery structure
products resistant to frost
will last for generations
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K-06-131 ale za to Niedziela....

Karolina B.

2015 06 25

Birch Palisade „BDO"
Birch Palisade constitutes an element of street furniture purposed for gardens, parks and green areas. The
product is very practical and versatile, and combines functionality with attractive appearance and impeccable
quality. Main applications of the Birch Palisade include levelling , creating decorative flowerbeds or bordering
green areas.

Product characteristic features
100% coloured mass
resistance to frost
low absorbability
high resistance to damage
wide selection of colours
anti-slippery structure

Fields of application
slopes
mounds
decorative rock gardens
plant pots
Technical data
dimensions – 40x6x35 cm (length, width, height)
dimensions tolerance ÷ 3mm
material - coloured concrete
weight of one piece - app. 12 kg (depending on the pattern)
colours – each element is two-coloured.
The dominant colour is white with dark pattern.
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Attention! The production cycle of the Concrete Wood assumes using many moulds for one element. Such an
operation gives us many casts of the same products of identical dimensions, however each cast is different, just
as the natural wood, due to growth rings and knags characteristic to natural wood, etc.
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Acacia Palisade „BDO"
Acacia Palisade „BDO" resembles natural acacia wood due to its high quality. The material used for production
of the palisade is 100% resistant to water and low temperatures, so it may be used as reinforcement of slopes,
levelling of the area or creating decorative pots or flowerbeds.

Product characteristic features
100% coloured mass
resistance to frost
low absorbability
high resistance to damage
wide selection of colours
anti-slippery structure

Fields of application
slopes
mounds
decorative rock gardens
plant pots
Technical data
dimensions – 40x6x35 cm (length, width, height)
dimensions tolerance ÷ 3mm
material - coloured concrete
weight of one piece - app. 15,5 kg (depending on the pattern)
colours – dark brown
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Attention! The production cycle of the Concrete Wood assumes using many moulds for one element. Such an
operation gives us many casts of the same products of identical dimensions, however each cast is different, just
as the natural wood, due to growth rings and knags characteristic to natural wood, etc.
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Plant pots BDO

Plant pots BDO are a top quality product. The plant pots are made of reinforced concrete, to which they owe very
high durability. All pots are covered with special, coloured mass resistant to weather conditions. The structure visible
on the surface of each plant pots is unique.
The plant pots will be a unique decorative element for modern interiors and will fit the external compositions equally
well.
Before placing soil in the pots, it is necessary to lay them with watertight foil (remember about making several holes in
the foil in order to provide draining of the pot).

Dimensions:

height 76 cm, width 38 cm - weight: approximately 120 kg
height 57 cm, width 38 cm - weight: approximately 90 kg
height 38 cm, width 38 cm - weight: approximately 60 kg

Plant pots in horizontal arrangement:

height 57 cm, width 38 cm, length 76 – weight: approximately 150kg
height 38 cm, width 38 cm, length 76 – weight: approximately 110 kg

Logistic data:

Plant pot 76 - 1 pallet=6pcs.
Weight of a pallet approximately 700 kg
Plant pot 57 - 1 pallet=6pcs.
Weight of a pallet approximately 600 kg
Plant pot 38 - 1 pallet=6pcs.
Weight of a pallet approximately 480 kg
Plant pot in horizontal arrangement, height 57 - 1 pallet 3pcs.
Weight of a pallet approximately 600 kg

Plant pot in horizontal arrangement, height 38 - 1 pallet 3pcs.
Weight of a pallet approximately 500 kg

Available colours:

BROWN COLOUR

GRAPHITE COLOUR

Attention! The production cycle of the Concrete Wood assumes using many moulds for one element. Such an
operation gives us many casts of the same products of identical dimensions, however each cast is different, just
as the natural wood, due to growth rings and knags characteristic to natural wood, etc.
GREY COLOUR
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Technical Advice - Installation Guide

TECHNICAL ADVICE

When laying the pavement using the concrete “BDO” elements, following basic rules must be observed.
1. Earth works
The area and the ground where "BDO" concrete elements will be used must meet several basic requirements. These apply
mainly to Planks and Small Planks, on which vehicle traffic is conditionally allowed. The native ground, after removing the
top layer (humus) should be carrying and non-swelling. If necessary, the substrate should be additionally protected with
appropriate drainage installation or filtering layer.
Method of area levelling to remove level differences between the path and the green area.
2. Substructure preparation - Foundation

Plank "BDO"

Sand bed 3-5 cm
Remove the earth and prepare an excavaFoundation 10-15 cm
tion of required depth in the ground that will
Native soil
be reinforced with "BDO" elements (so called
trenching). Even and stable bottom of the
trench should be filled with crushed-stone
aggregate (thickness of the sub-base isn't a
fixed value, but depends on local soil conditions). All that has to be compacted with a
surface compactor. At this stage it has to be
decided whether to use borders to additionalCross-section of a pedestrian path
ly reinforce the edge of the prepared surface.
The last layer of the substructure is the sand
bed (3-5 cm). The sand bed facilitates even arrangement of the "BDO" elements on required height and allows for appropriate arrangement. On such surface, stabilised and prepared, we can lay the "BDO" elements. Finally, all possible gaps
should be filled with sand to strengthen and further stabilise the whole surface.

3. Laying the "BDO" elements
Palisade

When laying large surfaces, the producer recommends using
elements from several different pallets at the same time as
the concrete elements (planks) may slightly differ in shade.
Such arrangement will compensate for the slight differences
in shades of individual colours. Possible differences in colour
neither decrease nor affect the resistance properties of the
"BDO" elements.
4. Assembly of palisades

7. Remarks
1. The construction works must be carried out in accordance with best construction practices, standards and
OHS regulations.
2. BDO recommends hiring a professional paving company, with appropriate experience.
3. Using de - icing agents and surfactants must always be consulted with the producer.
4. It is forbidden to operate heavy cars and construction equipment on “BDO” elements.
5. Conditionally the vehicles of 2,51 total weight are allowed on following elements: Plank 33x22x5,5 and Square
Trunk 22x22x5,5 designed for small private driveways or parkings.
6. The Producer is not responsible for any damage resulting from poor, improper or contrary to purpose use of the
products damage resulting from poor, improper or contrary to purpose use of the products. .

Plank „BDO”
Sand bed
Foundation
Native soil

Method of area leveling to remove level differences between
the path and the green area.

The method of assembly of a palisade depend on its application. If the palisade will be used as a decorative plant pot
or a flowerbed boundary, it is enough to place it in the ground at necessary depth without any cement mortar. If, however,
the palisade will have a constructional function, it is necessary to stabilise it additionally with cement mortar. Below the
producer presents example of a cross - section that shows the assembly method of "BDO" palisade used as stairs.
Palisade

5. Grouting and maintenance
Correctly filled in grouts between the "BDO"
elements guarantee stable and durable surface.
The grouts should be filled with washed sand,
fraction 0-2 or 1-3. Unwashed sand, containing
clay, staying on the surface for a long time, may
cause discoloration or stains. The producer allows
using colour-free impregnants for stone and
concrete that protects against dirt.

Plank „BDO”
Sand bed
Foundation
Native soil

6. Environmental conditions
The works must be executed when the ambient
temperature ranges from + 5°C to + 30°C.
Arranging elements for stairs.
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Terms and Conditions
General rules for turnover and sales of the concrete wood, and the terms and conditions of the manufacturer’s warranty
and complaints
BDO - Concrete Wood gives a 3-year warranty on its products,
provided that the proper foundation is built, the product used in
accordance with its purpose, geotechnical parameters of the
subsoil, correct preparation of bedding and arrangement of
the concrete wood surface according to the producer’s installation instructions. The warranty period shall be counted exactly
from the purchase date. The warranty is valid only if timely
payment of the full amount due was made, and covers only
the purchased goods. A prerequisite for lodging a complaint is
providing one of the following documents: original VAT invoice,
quality certificate, label of the delivered product. The producer
of Concrete Wood obliges to consider the complaint within 14
days from delivery of the complaint in writing to the company's
main office. In case if the complaint is accepted by the producer, the faulty goods shall be replaced with the faultless ones.
The terms and time of replacing the products shall be agreed
individually. The producer has the right to refuse the warranty
obligations. Such situation may occur if the Buyer knew about
the defects of goods on its receipt or if the complaint defects
are negligible and does not affect the value in use. Under the
warranty, the producer shall accept the defects of which he is
culpable, in particular design defects, manufacturing defects,
defects resulting from the bad quality of used raw materials.
The products shall be checked for defects promptly
upon its purchase, before laying the surface. After the Concrete Wood has been built-in into the surface, the complaint shall
not be possible. Within the warranty period, the seller shall not
be responsible for any mechanical damage resulting from
incorrect laying of the surface. The warranty does not apply to
the damages of products due to unforeseen circumstances,
i.e. natural disasters. The concrete wood is produced in accordance with the valid Polish and European standard: PN-EN
13198 Precast Concrete Products. The concrete wood is a part
of street and garden furniture. Domestic Declarations of Conformity are issued for each batch of the product. All the Declarations are available at the company’s main office. In addition,
a Quality Certificate is issued upon the customer’s request. All
the details regarding the specific products are included in the
technical data sheets. The sheets are available at the company’s main office or at the distributors.
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GUARANTEE
Following are acceptable and cannot be reasons to lodge a complaint:
limescale (efflorescence) that appears on the surface of the concrete as a result of complicated physical-chemical processes that occurs during concrete curing. This does not decrease the value in use of the tiles, and the
light limescale shall vanish within three years maximum. There are agents available on the market, that allow to
remove the efflorescence from the already installed tiles.
rough visible surface, which increases adhesion, and reduces the risk of slipping on wet and icy surfaces
differences in colours of tiles (slight), that does not depend on the producer, but are determined by the following
factors: colour of cement, colour of aggregate, temperature, usage conditions of an installed tile.
flashes, on the upper edge there may occur flashes , that results from normal usage of mould and should start to
chip off either during installation and consolidation of elements, or completely after short usage.
pores (slight), small cavities determined by the production process .
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LOGISTIC SPECIFICATIONS

LOGISTIC SPECIFICATIONS

1. PLANK 98x26x5,5 cm BDO
Collective Packaging - 28 pieces. Return pallet (Euro Dimensions 120x80) approximate weight 750 kg

Side view of a packed pallet

Side view of a packed pallet

Top view of a packed pallet

2. 1/2 PLANK 49x26x5,5 cm BDO
Collective Packaging - 56 pieces. Return pallet(Euro Dimensions 120x80) approximate weight 800 kg

Side view of a packed pallet

Side view of a packed pallet

Top view of a packed pallet

3. SMALL PLANK 67x22x5,5 cm BDO
Collective Packaging - 40 pieces. Return pallet(Euro Dimensions 120x80) approximate weight 660 kg

Side view of a packed pallet

Side view of a packed pallet

Top view of a packed pallet

4. 1/2 SMALL PLANK 33,5x22x5,5 cm BDO
Collective Packaging - 80 pieces. Return pallet(Euro Dimensions 120x80) approximate weight 650 kg

Side view of a packed pallet

Side view of a packed pallet

Top view of a packed pallet

Attention the specified weight values are average values. Minor difference in weight of individual pallets result
from various patterns of the elements. That may contribute to the total weight of the whole packaging.
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5. SMALL SQUARE BDO
Collective Packaging - 28 pieces. Return pallet (Euro Dimensions 120x80) approximate weight 750 kg

Side view of a packed pallet

Side view of a packed pallet

Top view of a packed pallet

6. BIG SQUARE BDO
Collective Packaging - 56 pieces. Return pallet(Euro Dimensions 120x80) approximate weight 1176 kg

Side view of a packed pallet

Side view of a packed pallet

Top view of a packed pallet

7. Trunk 50 BDO
Collective Packaging - 26 pieces. Return pallet(Euro Dimensions 120x80) approximate weight 700 kg

Side view of a packed pallet

Side view of a packed pallet

Top view of a packed pallet

8. Trunk 20 BDO
Collective Packaging -180 pieces. Return pallet(Euro Dimensions 120x80) approximate weight 900 kg

Side view of a packed pallet

Side view of a packed pallet

Top view of a packed pallet

Attention the specified weight values are average values. Minor difference in weight of individual pallets result
from various patterns of the elements. That may contribute to the total weight of the whole packaging.
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LOGISTIC SPECIFICATIONS

Contact Data

9. HOLLOW TRUNK BDO
Collective Packaging - 26 pieces. Return pallet (Euro Dimensions 120x80) approximate weight 350 kg

Owner of the brand

Side view of a packed pallet

Side view of a packed pallet

Main Office:
Zawady, ul. Kręta 3a
42-110 Popów
mobile +48 519 396 239
+48 504 188 189
e-mail: bdo@betdrewno.pl
Working hours: 8.00- 16.00

Top view of a packed pallet
Owner of the brand

10. BIRCH PALISADE
Collective Packaging - 60 pieces. Return pallet(Euro Dimensions 120x80) approximate weight 800 kg

www.4globe.pl
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Side view of a packed pallet

Side view of a packed pallet

Top view of a packed pallet

11. ACACIA PALISADE
Collective Packaging - 60 pieces. Return pallet(Euro Dimensions 120x80) approximate weight 900 kg

Side view of a packed pallet

Side view of a packed pallet

Top view of a packed pallet

Attention the specified weight values are average values. Minor difference in weight of individual pallets result
from various patterns of the elements. That may contribute to the total weight of the whole packaging.
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